
CSC165H1Y Tutorial #1 Summer 2012

A group of five people went on a trip down a river. Bob and Anna had kayaks, while Lucy, Mike and Josh had
canoes. Lucy and Josh returned dry, while Anna, Mike and Bob got wet.

Let P represent the set of all participants of the trip. Let K be the set of people in kayaks, C be the set of
people in canoes, let W be the set of people who returned wet and D be the set of people who remained dry.
Similarly to what we have done in class, we will say that a predicate Q(x) will mean x ∈ Q. So, for example, K(x)
would mean x ∈ K and denote the claim that x is in a kayak.

1. For each statement below:

i. State whether the statement is true or false;

ii. What would you need to check to justify the answer?

iii. Express the original statement using the language of symbolic logic. In this course, we prefer that
you use quantifiers over the whole universe (in this case, P ) and then use predicate notation to
restrict the domain.

(a) Everyone in the group got wet.

(b) Someone in a canoe got wet.

(c) Everyone in a kayak got wet.

(d) Only the people in kayaks got wet.
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2. Consider the following statement: “everyone who got wet had a kayak”.

(a) Rewrite the statement so that it uses implication explicitly and not universal quantification. Then
express it symbolically.

(b) Suppose you could change at most one fact about the trip (of the form x had a kayak, or x got wet).
How could you make the statement true? How many different solutions are there?

(c) What is the converse of the statement in part 2a? Express it in English first, and then symbolically.

(d) What is the contrapositive of the statement in part 2a? Express it in English first, and then symbolically.

(e) For the original statement, draw one Venn diagram representing a situation when the statement is true,
and another Venn diagram representing a situation when the statement is false.

Use the facts that Bob (B) and Anna (A) had kayaks, and Lucy (L), Mike (M) and Josh (J) had canoes.
In order to create the requested situations, you may modify who got wet.

(f) Repeat part 2e for the converse and the contrapositive of the statement.
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